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I. the task
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Current status and future goals
status quo

long-term project goals

brand
Denmark and Germany have agreed to build a
tunnel under the Femern Belt and to create a new
major infrastructure link between both countries.
The joint effort to use this biggest European
infrastructure project for encompassing regional
development bears the working title „BeltTrade“.
innovation
In order to create a strong internal and external
identity, collaboration amongst all relevant stakeholders and awareness within target audiences, it
is necessary to align all partners and to formulate
a clear strategic new brand frame work.
growth
It is understood that in order to support the
development of the entire, newly defined region
and to develop its full potential it will be
necessary to develop a comprehensive
marketing concept and plan.
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part I.
the strategic new brand development

part II.
the operational development and rollout of this brand
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A chance to grow up together and to be best friends ever

II. what is a region brand
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How do we understand region branding?
A region must be treated like
a brand even though the
region is owned by many
people and stakeholders. As
all brands it is an emotional
promise.
It is not important to direct
every single voice but it is
necessary that all stakeholders pursue the same
strategy.
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Success factors for region brands
Ø The understanding of its very own territorial identity, the uniqueness of the region
Ø The understanding of its native, its endogenous innovation capacities
Ø The quality-of-place, particularly its natural, recreational and lifestyle amenities
Ø The possibility to combine economic opportunity & lifestyle
Ø The nature of social interactions between people living in the region
Ø The sense of belonging as a strong motivational force and readiness to contribute
Ø The sense of local identity and “depersonalized trust” between local players
Ø The climate of cooperation between government(s), communities, SME and larger
enterprises, universities & research centres and the acceptance & traction of business
development agencies
Ø The ability to cooperate, to coordinate activities and to share knowledge
Ø The ability to find a relevant specialization for the region
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Examples of successful region brands

Südtirol, Baden-Württemberg, Salzburg 2007, Ruhr Teamwork City, Virginia, State of New York
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III. relevance and potential of region brands
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They amplify the endegonous strength of a region
Successful region brands create a
strong sense of belonging for
people living in the region.
This sense of belonging and trust,
“depersonalized” trust especially
foster a culture of cooperation.
They are build on a set of common
values, visionary goals and create a
unique identity.
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Example A: The channel tunnel – a missed opportunity?
Related to the realisation of the „Eurotunnel“ the English Channel region missed the chance to create a
comprehensive place branding strategy to communicate the advantages of this unique historic
connection between France and the UK.
The communication is limited to information about ticket prices, booking stuff etc.:

Website www.eurotunnel.com
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Example B: Virginia – a real benchmark!
Launched in the year 1969, the „Virginia is for Lovers“ campaign is one of the oldest and most successful
place branding cases all over the world – continuously refined, advanced and kept fresh.

Website www.virginia.org
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Example B: Virginia – a real benchmark!
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Example C: Copenhagen, not a region but brilliant!
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IV. how to develop a region brand – the process
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IV. Our approach to developing a region brand
Five steps to new growth through brand development and innovation.

brand
1 analysis

innovation
2 strategy

3 personality

growth
4 activation

5 management

place & partners
market & trends
competitors
target groups
swot

history & values
vision & mission
key target groups
competitive framework
brand positioning

identity & architecture
benefit
uniqueness
tonality
image

communication strategy
corporate design
design toolbox
design guidelines
corporate architecture

development goals
fields of action
projekt planning
strucure/ressources
process management

> where are we?

> who do we
want to be?

> how do we
want to appear?

> how do we
want to look?

> how successful
are we?
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Step 1: research & analysis
Strategic brand decisions to be based on a comprehensive analysis
of our starting position in the development of the new brand.
brand
1 analysis

innovation
2 strategy

3 personality

growth
4 activation

place & members

competitiveness and goals, supply structure,
partners, relevant brand positionings and images,
success factors, touch points, communication

target groups

target group structure and – priorities, extended
stakeholder group, target group needs, wants and
insights, functional and emotional brand drivers,
other requirements

competition

market & trends
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5 management

Regional
Players

position in the relevant segment and historic
development, brand positioning and promises
customer benefits, communication, best practice
relevant trends, short-, mid- and long-term
development, market trends, societal mega trends,
regulatory frame
BeltTrade
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a reference: research scope & analysis for baltfood

brand & communication

target groups

impulses

projects & milestones

partners
© kleinundpläcking

trends

market

facts & figures

interviews
BeltTrade

Baltic Sea Region
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Step 1: brand research
First-hand target groups information derived from interviews with decision
makers and a panel study amongst companies and employees.
brand
1 analysis

innovation
2 strategy

3 personality

Inside-Out
Brand perception

4 activation

5 management
Outside-In

?

(N=20, in-depth interviews,
investment decision makers)

investor insight study

(N=500, potential employees,
multinational study conducted
in the both regional areas

analysis of internal data
and situation
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workforce online panel
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Step 2: brand strategy
The brand strategy is based on project goals and the DNA of the region.
It formulates a clear brand vision & positioning for the new brand.
brand
1 analysis

innovation
2 strategy

3 personality

growth
4 activation

history and DNA

What are the project origins?
What distinguishes the project partners?
Which elements are inherently long-term?

vision & mission

What is the vision for the region?
What are the short- and medium-term goals?

key target groups

Which target groups are in our focus?
Which ones will gain more importance in the future?
How will the future brand reach them?

brand positioning

How will the brand be positioned in its
environment in the future?
How shall it differentiate itself from others?
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Vision/
Mission

Positioning
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Step 2: brand strategy
The future brand model consists of a clear, unique and visionary statement,
the brands´s core values as well as a set of basic values.
brand
1 analysis

innovation
2 strategy

3 personality

growth
4 activation

5 management

brand positioning
Addresses unfulfilled needs
of the target groups
External

Future position

Consumer needs
Internal
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Increases consistency and focus
of the brand in its public
appearance
provides clear orientation and a
common internal understanding
shapes & defines the brand
in its holistic strategy and
subsequent activation
BeltTrade
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Step 3: brand personality
The brand personality describes the unique appearance, identity and
characteristic elements of the future brand.
brand

innovation
3 personality

growth
4 activation

1 analysis

2 strategy

identity &
architecture

How should BeltTrade be experienced?
Which associations should BeltTrade evoke?
How does the hierarchical brand system look
like?

benefits

tonality & image

uniqueness
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What are the insights of the target group?
Which benefits does the brand offer
its target group(s)?

5 management

Corporate
Identity

How does BeltTrade appear as one brand?
Which emotional and functional characteristics
does BeltTrade deliver? How do we want it to
be seen?
How do we safeguard that BeltTrade offers
something that no other brand does?
BeltTrade

Brand Architecture
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Step 4: brand activation & communication
The communication strategy defines precisely, how, when and whereby
target groups will learn the BeltTrade‘s messages.
brand
1 analysis

messages

innovation
2 strategy

3 personality

growth
4 activation

What are the messages to which target group?
What do we want to communicate in detail?

touch points

How do we ensure a consistent experience along
all touchpoints?

tonality

Which language, symbolism and images are used
in communication and marketing?

instruments

schedule
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5 managmenet

Target Groups

Messages

Which communication channels do we use?
Which lighthouse activities can we develop?
When do we communicate what?
Which other events help in achieving our goals?
BeltTrade

communication
strategy
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Step 4: activation & brand design
The brand personality leads to a unique brand design defining the mark,
look & feel, typeface, pattern and colour palette of the BeltTrade brand.
brand
1 analysis

innovation
2 strategy

3 personality

growth
4 activation

5 management

Target Groups

Message Management
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Step 5: management and controlling
Standardized management tools covering all marketing instruments, with a
reference to the organization and defined key performance indicators (KPIs).
brand
1 analysis

innovation
2 strategy

3 personality

extern

growth
4 activation

5 management

external

Corporate
Branding

Marketinginstrumente

brand
identity

Maßnahmenplanung

Corporate
Culture

Marketing
Controlling

intern
Marketing Standards
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Marketing Organisation
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V. examples of applied campaign elements
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Reference: BALTFOOD mark/logo application
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Reference: Communication Campaigns
Examples for the three layers of successful place branding campaigns

brand lighthouse
unique symbol

brand claim
unique positioning

brand campaign
public presence
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Example of a visual brand structure
•

a memorable and expressive icon
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Example of a visual brand structure
•

icon as a part of the umbrella brand
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Example of a visual brand structure
•

single projects as sub-brands
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VI. requirements, frame, timing and opportunities
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V. Basic requirements for successful region branding
•
•

•

•

time to develop the positioning, values & goals – and time to let it grow
sufficient long-term funding in order to put the region visibly on the map.
A budget above a critical share-of-voice threshold and the commitment to
make these funds available over a period of several years
regular workshops involving key players – initially for educational and
motivational purposes, subsequently as a desired platform of exchange
and innovation
responsible project-facilitators or in sports terms ‘instigators’ – in this case
one for the Danish part of the region and one for the German side
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Time to grow!
The „Virginia is for Lovers“ tourism campaign was launched in 1969. The new place branding campaign for
Baden-Württemberg including its confident slogan „Wir können alles. Außer Hochdeutsch.“ started back in
1999.

created by Martin & Woltz, Inc.

since 1969
© kleinundpläcking

created by Scholz & Friends

since 1999
BeltTrade
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V. Basic requirements for successful region branding
•
•

•
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Substantial and sustained funding!
Initial annual budget: 7,6 Mio. € p.a., adjustment in 2003: 7,1 Mio € p.a.
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V. Basic requirements for successful region branding
•
•

•
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Workshops and regular on-going support!

larger
corporations

SME‘s

citizens and
communities

brand
workshops
politics
initiate & organize
communicate
motivate
create
track

relevant other
organizations

science
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AGENCIES
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•
•

•
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and innovation
responsible project-facilitators or in sports terms ‘instigators’ – in this case
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V. Project facilitators and ‘go-to-persons’!
Alignment, initiation, information, ideation, co-ordination, promotion…

…“it is personalities,
not principles,
that move the age”
Oscar Wilde
© kleinundpläcking

brand
workshops
initiate & organize
communicate
motivate
create
track
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V. Timing - projected development schedule
We estimate that the strategic development would take approximately
4 - 5 month from kick-off. Thorough planning pays a good dividend.
JAN 13

FEB 13

MAR 13

APR 13

MAY 13

JUN 13

JUL 13

AUG 13

SEP 13

Place branding process
I. research
II. strategy
III. personality
IV. activation

Alignment

W

workshops

W

W

P

final presentation

today
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V. Opportunities for the Belt region
•
•

A comprehensive strategic foundation & road map and a lighthouse brand
Augmentation and amplification of existing and future projects in the
region

•

Activities in the region will be seen as integral parts of a convincing master
plan

•

Avoidance of cannibalization (visibility, resources, timings) between
projects

•

To build on the positive experience with the Øresund project

•

Momentum for the entire Baltic Sea Region, the BaltFood project,
BeltFood…

•

To address the three recurring core issues for all regional projects:
Ø Awareness within strategic audiences and relevance for them
Ø Attractiveness for auxiliary and new investments
Ø Appeal to existing talent and new talent from other regions
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To create a unique regional identity
across national, cultural, geographic
and language borders!

A reference project in Europe and a unique chance!

„Menneskene, og ikke naturen, gør et land hjemligt“
"Die Menschen, und nicht die Natur, machen ein Land heimisch."
Hans Christian Andersen
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Let them grow up together and to be best friends ever!
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kleinundpläcking markenberatung gmbh . sophienstraße 25
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of contained texts, illustrations or models must be writtenly agreed by the kleinundplaecking markenberatung gmbh.

why us
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selected references – some of our clients
We accompany enterprises and institutions in all areas and segments. Strategic
brand & business development and innovation processes are our core business.
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übersetzen

Our references
Place & region branding is one of our strategic business areas and we offer
provide extensive experience from very different theme clusters.
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white fields

Our place branding network

Georg Simmel Center for
Metropolitan Studies
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white fields

who we are

We dedicate ourselves to the success of our clients. When not working directly
with our clients at their offices, we are thinking, creating and planning in our
two offices in Berlin and Stuttgart.

Berlin
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white fields

our mantra

In any organization or company its brand personality sits at the core of all
strategic decision making and sustainable business development. It is our
particular strength to systematically understand, manage and develop the socalled soft values. We at kleinundpläcking will help you to define these values
precisely and to implement them in all of your activities. We assist you in
translating them into an enduring relationship with your customers &
stakeholders and into measurable business growth.
Following our own mantra we first sense organizations & brands and then
strategize:
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Contact:
Arne Klein – founding partner
akl@kleinundplaecking.com
mobile +49-172-9914451

J Justus Schneider – associate partner
jsc@kleinundplaecking.com
mobile +49-170-2928249
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